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This paper describes the creative and technical processes of developing the character Granma,
in John Steinbeck‟s The Grapes of Wrath adapted by Frank Galati. The performance took place
at the Constans Theatre in the Nadine McGuire Theatre and Dance Pavilion at the University of
Florida from January 28 – February 6, 2011. The paper‟s three sections are as follows. The first
details the initial research. The second section relates the rehearsal process and the fleshing out
of the role. The final section is a self-evaluation of my performance and acting process. This
paper details my journey in melding internal and external acting approaches in creating a
truthful, spirited yet frail portrayal of Granma Joad.
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INTRODUCTION
In May of 2010, I was offered the role of Ma Joad in The Grapes of Wrath as my thesis
project, to be completed during the spring semester of 2011 as a culminating project for my
Master of Fine Arts degree. For the fall semester I was fortunate enough to land an acting
internship at the local professional company, The Hippodrome Theatre. Neither the faculty nor I
caught the fact that the performance schedule to which I contractually agreed at the Hippodrome
would conflict with rehearsals for The Grapes of Wrath, which were to begin during the fall
semester. As the director began to cast the other parts after auditions, we exchanged e-mails
regarding the schedule conflicts. He wanted me to pull out of The Hippodrome show, but I was
reluctant to break my contract and create bad blood with our local professional theatre company.
The decision was then made that Ma Joad would be recast and I would do my thesis role in The
Madwoman of Chaillot by Jean Giraudoux. The director of The Grapes of Wrath expressed
regret at the situation and offered me the role of Granma so I could still be part of the production.
I accepted the role because I wanted a chance to work with this director, and to work on the play,
but I initially felt that the role of Granma was too small for a thesis role and hoped to land a
meatier role in The Madwoman of Chaillot.
The fall semester progressed. I had discussions with the director of Madwoman, but a role
for me was not finalized. This director subsequently pulled out of the project and I found myself
auditioning for a new director. When the cast list was posted I had an interesting dilemma on my
hands. I did not think either role was thesis-worthy. The role I was offered in Madwoman,
Josephine, is a functional character that comes on at the end of the play to hold a mock trial. Her
1

one scene is a fun moment in the play, but we do not learn much about the character; she does
not change or grow, and nothing much happens to her. She moves the plot forward and then is
gone. I took a second look at Granma Joad. She speaks only 26 times, and many of those lines
consist of only a word or two. But in her four scenes she loses her home, her husband, her health,
her sanity and finally her life. She has a history, and it represents the Joad‟s past and their
connection to their land and home. Granma Joad‟s losses stand for the loss of a way of life. As
the Joads embark on their exodus to California, Granma‟s death is a grim reminder of the human
cost in the gamble they are making for a better life. Considering I am a woman several decades
away from Granma‟s 70 or so years, the role posed a huge physical and technical challenge for
me as an actor. I decided the role was richer than I initially judged it to be and chose to do my
performance in lieu of thesis as Granma Joad.
In this casting process I gained a glimpse into the type of juggling that professional actors
must do to manage their careers. I had to let a great role (Ma Joad) go by to honor a contract and
preserve a professional relationship that could be useful to me and to the School of Theatre and
Dance in the future. An actor‟s life is fraught with such tough decisions, but my goal must be to
handle them with integrity and grace.
RESEARCH
I.

THE PLAY AND ITS CONTEXT
John Steinbeck wrote a novel, The Grapes of Wrath, in 1939 to draw attention to the

terrible conditions faced by refugees from one of the worst natural disasters in the history of the
United States: the drought that turned the Southern Plains states into a virtual “dust bowl”
between 1931 and 1939. The novel focuses on the Joad family who flee Sallisaw, Oklahoma, in
search of a better life in California. It depicts their trials and troubles as they encounter
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institutional greed and exploitation at the hands of large farm owners. Steinbeck was awarded a
Pulitzer Prize for the novel in 1940 (Steinbeck xvi). He was later awarded the Nobel Prize in
Literature in 1962, largely because of the impact of the novel, "for his realistic and imaginative
writings, combining as they do sympathetic humour [sic] and keen social perception"
(Nobelprize.org).
At the time of the novel‟s publication, Steinbeck wrote that the writer‟s job is to simply
set down “what the people of his own time are doing, thinking, wanting” (Steinbeck 540). He
defined people‟s basic wants as comfort, security and relationships with each other:
In the growth of our country the symbol of these things was new land. That was
the security. The writer sets down the desire of his own time, the action of the
people toward attaining that desire, the obstacles to attainment and the struggle to
overcome the obstacles. (Steinbeck 540)
I found this description of the “people‟s basic wants” very revealing and theatrical. Even before
the stage version of the novel was conceived, Steinbeck was thinking in terms that any student of
Stanislavsky‟s Acting System would understand: the characters‟ desires (objectives), their
actions towards their desires (tactics), their obstacles to attainment (obstacles) and their struggle
to overcome the obstacles (adaptation).
The novel was first dramatized in 1987 by Peter Whitebrook for a three week run at the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe produced by the American Theatre Festival / New York University
Studio Theatre Productions (Whitebrook 8-9). But it took Chicago‟s Steppenwolf Theatre
Company to bring the novel to an American stage in 1988, in a version adapted by Steppenwolf
member Frank Galati. The production, directed by Galati himself, ran in Chicago from
September 1 – October 30, 1988. It then traveled to the La Jolla Playhouse in California in May
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of 1989, followed by a trip overseas the following month to the Royal National Theatre of Great
Britain's Lyttleton Theatre, London, England (Steppenwolf).
The production then moved to Broadway‟s Cort Theatre in March of 1990 for a 188
performance run (IBDB). It won two Tony Awards in 1990: Best Director/Play for Frank Galati
and Best Play for the 1989-90 season. Gary Sinise, a founding member of Steppenwolf, received
a Tony nomination for the role of Tom Joad. Cast members Terry Kinney (Casy) and Lois Smith
(Ma) also received acting nominations (TonyAwards.com).
Adapting any novel for the stage is challenging. For The Grapes of Wrath, the daunting
challenge was capturing the scope of a 450 page epic novel in a few hours of theatre. To
complicate matters, Steinbeck‟s novel alternates chapters that chronicle the Joad‟s journey with
chapters that describe the overall social, political and economic context, sometimes graphically,
sometimes poetically and impressionistically. This creates a novel that seems episodic and jumpy
at times, with a hodgepodge of narrative styles. In his review of the New York production, critic
Frank Rich of The New York Times pointed out: “Mr. Galati, like Steinbeck, demands that the
audience sink into a jerky, episodic journey rather than be propelled by the momentum of
character or story” (Rich).
Rich also pointed to challenges in the script regarding character: “The characters are
perishable W.P.A.-mural archetypes incapable of introspection, the dialogue is at times cloyingly
folksy and the drama is scant” (Rich). And finally, regarding dialogue in the script: “…the
evening's dialogue scenes are few and brief, the lines are reduced to a laconic minimum and
many people are defined by their faces and tones of voice rather than by psychological
revelations” (Rich).

4

These observations (which I read well after my first reading of the script) confirmed my
initial impressions. The Joad‟s episodes in the play are rooted in the tradition of Realism: the
subject is the struggle of the common man grounded in the unfolding of a particular family‟s
story, the dialogue is rooted in the idiosyncratic speech of the characters, and the environment
plays a crucial role in the unfolding of events. But to tell such a sweeping story and to honor the
social commentary that is so prevalent in the novel, Galati added a healthy dose of theatricalism
and episodes of Brechtian-like commentary on the action by creating scenes and monologues
that incorporated Steinbeck‟s commentary into the dramatic action. An example of this would be
the comments by the gas station owner and attendant in Act I, who watch the Joads drive off
towards the desert in their Hudson Super-Six and compare the Okies to little better than gorillas;
too stupid to even know how dangerous their gambit is. Another example is the narration in Act I
that describes the “path of a people in flight:” Route 66. “Sixty-Six is the mother road – The mad
flight” (Galati 28).
Going into my first rehearsals I knew that the challenge of the script would be in
alternating between moments of theatricality when the characters were “W.P.A. -mural
archetypes” and moments of realism when the scant, folksy dialogue would have to ring deep
and true from fully-realized, human characters for the audience to become fully invested in the
play. I knew that the space we were working in, the Constans Theatre, would be both a bane and
a boon to us. Its size and its technical capabilities would make the spectacle of the play possible:
the moving truck, the campfires, the river and the rain. But I also knew from experience that one
must play large on that stage for intention to read all the way to the back row and I wondered
how well the sparse dialogue would play. It seemed to me for the play to work, in absence of
revealing dialogue, the characters‟ relationships would have to be fleshed out with subtext, facial
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expression, things thought but left unspoken, small gestures, and moments of psychic and
emotional connection that are precisely the things that are the hardest to convey on the cavernous
Constans stage. But I also knew that Steinbeck had drawn characters with very clear needs, a
driving will to meet those needs and plenty of obstacles to create dramatic tension.
II.

FIRST STEPS
My first step in approaching the role was to read Galati‟s adaptation for initial

impressions. I then became curious about what additional information the novel itself contained,
and reading it was the next step. I believe when playing a character famous in literature, one
must be as familiar with the source material as possible. I felt this would be especially helpful
since Granma was such a small part. I hoped to find additional details about her in the novel to
help me flesh out the character.
In reading the novel I made note of moments where Granma appeared and the things that
were said about her to glean ideas for my characterization. Early in the novel, Tom describes a
Christmas card that Granma sent him while he was in jail. It had a very schmaltzy greeting that
got him teased in the cellblock, but he thinks she bought it because it had on it “a tree an‟ shiny
stuff looks like snow” (Steinbeck 28). Since it was one of only two missives Tom received from
his family while in jail, it struck me as an important piece of information. Granma obviously
loved and missed her grandson and was trying to brighten his holiday, even if she had lost her
glasses and could not read the silly greeting.
Granma‟s religiosity is described in several places. “When Granma got to talkin‟ in
tongues, you couldn‟t tie her down. She could knock over a full-growed deacon with her fist”
(Steinbeck 27). That line made it into the play. And later, during grace: “Granma bowed so low
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that her nose was nearly in her plate of biscuit and gravy” (Steinbeck 82). This gave me an idea
of both the exuberance and reverence in Granma‟s religious practice.
Granma‟s vocal quality is described by Steinbeck: “Granma raised a shrill voice” (82),
“‟Grace fust,‟ Granma clamored” (82), “From outside and across the yard came an ancient
creaking bleat: „Pu-raise Gawd fur vittory!‟” (79). These descriptions provided the blueprint for
what I set out to achieve vocally.
Tom also relates an interesting story, which I incorporated into the back-story I imagined
for Granma. He describes how the Joads acquired their farm house. A family who lived a mile
and a half east of the farm moved out, so Granpa, Pa and Noah stole it. They had to cut the house
in half to drag it back to their farm, and by the time they returned for the second half, another
family had stolen it.
Steinbeck describes the relationship between Granma and Granpa. The following passage
contains the essence of Granma‟s character:
Behind him hobbled Granma, who had survived only because she was as
mean as her husband. She had held her own with a shrill ferocious religiosity that
was as lecherous and as savage as anything Granpa could offer. Once, after a
meeting, while she was still speaking in tongues, she fired both barrels of a
shotgun at her husband, ripping one of his buttocks nearly off, and after that he
admired her and did not try to torture her as children torture bugs. As she walked
she hiked her Mother Hubbard up to her knees, and she bleated her shrill terrible
war cry: „Pur-raise Gawd fur vittory.‟
Granma and Granpa raced each other to get across the broad yard. They
fought over everything, and loved and needed the fighting. (Steinbeck 80)
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Having read the novel and gleaned what character information I could, I next wanted to
deepen my understanding of the historical context of the play. I wanted to know what daily life
was like on a farm prior to and during the 1930s, and more about living conditions during the
Dust Bowl.
In the play, after Granma dies, Tom says that even if she had made it to California, she
was too old to really see it: “Granma would a remembered an‟ seen the first home she lived in”
(Galati 47). I researched what Granma‟s first house would have been like, to substantiate the
details of Granma‟s back-story in my mind. I knew that early prairie settlers lacked wood for
home building, and that many had built sod houses using thick-rooted prairie grass. I found this
description of early prairie homes, which was enough to fire my imagination about what it must
have been like to live in one:
Construction of a sod house involved cutting patches of sod in rectangles, often
2'×1'×6" (600×300×150mm) long, and piling them into walls. Builders employed
a variety of roofing methods. Sod houses accommodate normal doors and
windows. The resulting structure was a well-insulated but damp dwelling that was
very inexpensive. Sod houses required frequent maintenance and were vulnerable
to rain damage. Stucco or wood panels often protected the outer walls. Canvas or
plaster often lined the interior walls. (Sod House, Wikipedia)
I wondered what life was like for women on farms. I consulted a book on the history of
farming entitled Farm: A History and Celebration of the American Farmer by Gary Paulsen. I
had assumed it was difficult, but the book listed a daunting number of tasks women were
expected to do on a daily basis: preparing food, making or repairing clothing, doing all the tasks
that men were too busy with the crops to do, such as splitting rails for fences, maintenance of the
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farm house, caring for stock, slaughtering animals, preserving meat, doctoring the family and
caring for children. The following passage spoke to me about how this difficult life affected
people‟s relationships: “The work of the early farm wife was so hard, so time-consuming, that
Dr. James Tilton of the period wrote: „Few things will bring a more certain and happy reward to
a farmer than for him to remember his wife is a social being; that she is not a machine, and
therefore needs rest…‟” (Paulsen18). I imagined Granma was someone who was extremely good
at managing all these tasks. Based on Steinbeck‟s description of her relationship with her
husband, however, I surmised that there were many battle lines drawn about how things would
be done on the farm and who was to do them. I also did not think that Granpa was someone who
often remembered that his wife was a “social being” or that she needed rest. I imagined this as a
possible root cause of some of the tension between them.
I viewed some moving first-hand descriptions of what it was like living in Oklahoma
during the Dust Bowl in the PBS documentary Surviving the Dust Bowl. The film gave a yearby-year description of the crisis, and delved into the root causes such as the market speculation
on wheat that drove prices up, the resulting over-production of the land, the failure to rotate
crops, and finally drought. From an acting point of view, the most valuable parts of the film were
the first hand accounts of surviving the Dust Bowl. The people interviewed were elderly, but
their memories were so vivid. The fear, despair and pain these people experienced were still
palpable. As I performed the role, certain memories from the film would surface. While eating
on stage I would recall the descriptions of how the dust and grit were always in people‟s food,
grinding between their teeth. While acting in the tableau at the top of the show, I would envision
the black clouds of dust, called black blizzards, and how the Dust Bowl victims in the
documentary described them pouring overhead like huge storm clouds. The film described how
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people struggled to deal with the dust by wearing masks, putting wet sheets in front of doors, and
stuffing rags around windows. Despite these measures, women still had to remove dust from
inside their homes by the shovelful after a wind storm. Particularly moving to me were the
accounts of those who lost loved ones to “dust pneumonia.” The film stated that in one county
alone, one-third of the deaths in a year resulted from this form of pneumonia, caused by
breathing in the dust, which particularly affected the young and elderly. This was a piece in the
puzzle for me concerning Granma‟s and Granpa‟s rather sudden deaths in the play. Their health
was no doubt compromised by breathing in the dust for several years.
III.

CLOSE READING
Having done my initial reading and research, I was now ready to dive into the particulars

of the script. I first wanted to understand how Granma‟s scenes fit into the overall structure of
the play. I determined that her first scene, when Tom has arrived home from jail and the family
has supper, is still part of the exposition of the play, where relationships, situations and
characters are established. The inciting incident, which triggers the forward movement or rising
action following the exposition, is when the family leaves for California the next morning. The
rest of Granma‟s scenes are part of the rising action. The death of Granpa is the next event after
the family departs. Granma‟s death, just as the family reaches California is another. The play‟s
climax occurs well after Granma is dead and buried, when Tom avenges Casy‟s death by killing
his murderer. Departing somewhat from pure Modernism, which would typically have the climax
at the very end of the play, The Grapes of Wrath has a comparatively long period of falling
action and denouement. The falling action spans Tom‟s decision to leave his family and carry on
with Casy‟s work up until the still birth of Rose of Sharon‟s baby. The denouement is the scene
in the barn when Rose of Sharon nurses the starving man.
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Knowing that my initial scene was part of the exposition gave me permission to take my
time and give full measure to establishing my character through her happiness in seeing her
grandson Tom again and her quarreling with her husband. Knowing that the rest of her scenes
were steps in what should be the increasing tension of the rising action informed my choices to
play her objectives strongly and cleanly, without adorning my performance with a lot of
“character” moments or choices.
The next step in my close reading was examining the script for things my character says
about herself and things others say about her. I have mentioned two already: Tom‟s anecdote of
Granma speaking in tongues and knocking over a full-grown deacon with her fists, and his
assessment that she would not have been able to truly see California, but would have instead
been looking back into the past, remembering her first home. Tom also alludes to the fact that
Granma knew Casy well in the past: “Granma says you was just lousy with the spirit” (Galati
10), which was another clue about Granma‟s religious priorities.
The things that are said of Granma after the departure for California mostly have to do
with her health or mental state. Ma tells Rose of Sharon to go lay down with Granma as the
family buries Granpa because “she needs somebody now. She‟s knowin‟ now” (Galati 29). This
eventually confirmed for me that the realization that her husband is dead does not hit Granma all
at once, and that she may not realize it completely even as she is ordering Casy to pray for him.
Ma chooses not to wake her for the funeral, saying that she is tired, which told me that her
husband‟s death has already taken a toll on Granma. At the first campsite, Ma returns onstage to
the men and says, “Granma finally dozed off” (Galati 37), which indicated to me that she has
been having trouble sleeping, probably due to illness, grief or both. Finally, after Granma‟s first
delusional outburst at the river, Rose of Sharon says, “She‟s awful sick” (Galati 43). She and Ma
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have been fanning Granma and applying wet cloths to her forehead, which told me Granma is
feverish. This explains her hallucination a few lines later: “Will! You dirty! You ain‟t never
gonna get clean” (Galati 43).
Granma does not say anything about herself, her past or her feelings in the play. The
things she talks about most are God and prayer. She also talks to and about her husband.
Comments such as: “Wants to drive the truck! Well he ain‟t goin‟ ta” (Galati 19) and “Shut up
you sinful old goat!” (Galati 21) assess his character or attempt to set limits on his outrageous
behavior.
IV. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
In my research and reading, Granma‟s religious beliefs surfaced as the most essential part
of her character. The exuberant “meetings” described in The Grapes of Wrath with people
jumping around and speaking in tongues sounded to me like modern Charismatic Christianity. I
decided I needed to experience a worship service like this first hand to inform my portrayal. On
December 19, 2010, I attended a two-hour Sunday service at The Pentecostal Church of
Gainesville, with Pastor J.W. Arnold preaching. I benefited from the experience by seeing how
physically and exuberantly the congregation responded to the service. People jumped up and
down, twirled and spun around with their arms up (reminding me of the Whirling Dervishes, the
Sufi sect that performs a ceremonial spinning dance), threw punches in the air and ran laps
around the sanctuary. I noticed the way they used their hands in prayer: waving them, holding
them up, fluttering them and pumping them in the air. I listened to the way the call and response
occurred between the pastor and the congregation and noticed a sort of wave-like flow of energy
back and forth. Pastor Arnold would start a section of his oratory in a low voice, repeatedly
calling for “help” from the congregation and telling them to “watch this!” Then he would build
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the intensity of his message, which varied in theme each time (his themes included the
irrelevance of science, the guilt and sin of the congregation, the need for God‟s spirit in one‟s
life, and various forms of “us against them,” i.e. belittling scientists, Roman Catholics,
Presbyterians, Lutherans). He would build the intensity of his rhetoric by increasing his volume,
using repetition and repeatedly calling out for assistance from the congregation, who rose to their
feet as the rhetoric heated up and called out responses such as “Glory!”, “Come on!”, “You‟re
right!”, and “Amen!” He would work them up to a frenzy that would peak with some members
of the congregation running or spinning, and then he would pull back and regroup for another
attempt. His goal seemed to be to get the whole congregation in a frenzy at once, which did not
quite happen. Pastor Arnold expressed his disappointment at the end that no one had spoken in
tongues that day.
The experience at the Pentecostal Church gave me a very clear image of what attending
one of Casy‟s religious meetings would have been like and gave me the confidence to fully
commit to Granma‟s vocal and physical responses to Casy‟s prayers, both over supper and over
Granpa‟s body.
Early in the rehearsal process, the director drew my attention to my physicality, saying I
was playing Granma as too spry, reminding me that she is close to death when the play opens. I
realized I would need to discover what her physical ailments were, what effect her advanced age
was having on her and what actually causes her death. The director said he would like to see
Granma be a little “shakier,” so that is where I refocused my research.
I discovered a movement disorder called Essential Tremor. It manifests in elderly people
as a shakiness in the hands when the person is trying to do a voluntary movement, such as
reaching for something, holding a cup, eating, drinking etc. It most often affects the hands, but
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can also cause a “yes-yes” or “no-no” wobble in the head and even affect the voice. This seemed
a good direction to go in because it was a condition that was married with actions I needed to do
on stage, but it was not something that I would have to keep doing for long periods of time,
which I thought might pull focus or be distracting on stage. (Staff, Mayo
Clinic/MayoClinic.com)
I asked a friend of mine, who is a physician, what could cause fever, delirium and death
in an elderly person. She suggested I look at encephalitis as a cause of death. I found that
weakness, loss of consciousness, tremors, fever, confusion, hallucinations and personality
changes were symptoms of the disease, all of which described Granma‟s condition in her final
days. Encephalitis is a viral infection that can be transmitted by mosquitoes, ticks and other
insects, which seemed plausible given the Joad‟s exposure to the elements during their journey.
Also, encephalitis is not usually fatal but is more serious in the elderly or those with weakened
immune systems. (Staff, Mayo Clinic/MayoClinic.com) I imagined that Granma‟s repeated
exposure to the dust storms would have weakened her. I did not choose to imagine she died of
dust pneumonia because of the vocal demands of performing the role in the Constans Theatre; I
did not want to give myself the added acting challenge of reduced lung power that would be
symptomatic of such a physical ailment.
V.

CHARACTER ANALYSIS
Having now completed the research I needed to understand the context of the play, the

historical backdrop, and my character‟s lifestyle, priorities and physical conditions, it was time to
combine all of this information in a character analysis that I would use to personalize all these
facts and serve as my blueprint for Granma. I chose Uta Hagen‟s Six Steps (Hagen 134) as the
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format for the analysis and eventually used it to help me score my script with my character‟s
objectives, tactics and obstacles. See Appendix A for a sample of my scoring method.
WHO AM I? I am Granma Joad. I am not given a first name in the script, so I chose
Vilma as my name, very close to my own grandmother‟s name (Velva), who was a constant
inspiration to me in playing the role. My present state of being is elderly, with the aches, pains
and joint stiffness that accompany age. I have a persistent cough because of exposure to the
powder-fine dust that is constantly in the air. This detail is important because I myself have a
persistent cough and including this detail allowed me to fold what could have been a distraction
into the reality of my character. I am disoriented because I have recently been evicted from my
farm and forced to move to my son John‟s farm, where I am sleeping in the barn for lack of room
in the house. I am nervous because the family is talking about moving to California to find work.
I do not even know where California is. I perceive myself as one of God‟s soldiers on earth. I
take pride in my boys and my grandchildren. I have worked hard my whole life and am proud of
my competence in running a farm for so many years. I am wearing an old, favorite dress of mine.
I love the blue color and the pretty lace. I ordered it special from the Sears catalog twelve years
ago as a special treat to myself on my 60th birthday. Its low-waist is typical of the style when I
purchased it in the mid-twenties.
WHAT ARE THE CIRCUMSTANCES? The year is somewhere in the mid to late 1930s,
when the migration of Dust Bowl refugees was in full swing. The play begins in summer, and
ends the following spring. In my first scene it is afternoon and I have just been awakened from a
nap in the barn by my son Tom telling me that my grandson Tom is home from jail. It is hot and
dry and dusty and the withering crops all around the ramshackle old house are a depressing
reminder of our distress. In my second scene it is early morning of the next day, still at John‟s
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house outside Sallisaw, Oklahoma. I have had a rough night because my husband Will has been
tossing and turning and I know he does not really want to go to California, despite all his
bragging. I am confused that the family has packed up everything over night and that we are
leaving sooner than I expected. In my third scene (part of which was added by the director from
material in the novel to expand Granma‟s character), we have traveled only a day and arrived on
the other side of Oklahoma City. It is evening, and we stop on the side of the road because,
unbeknownst to me, Granpa has died of a stroke. I see Granpa‟s inert body carried out of the
truck and placed on the ground by the family and order Casy to pray for him. The family buries
Granpa while I lie on a mattress beside the truck in a state of shock and grief. In my fourth scene,
we have arrived at the beautiful, green Colorado River in Needles, California, in the early
morning to rest for the day and get water before trying to cross the Mojave Desert that night. It is
hot, and I am feverish and delirious. I lie in the back of the cluttered, dusty truck next to the river
while Ma and Rose of Sharon try to keep me cool by fanning me and applying wet cloths. I die
in the Mojave Desert that night as the family makes the crossing.
WHAT ARE MY RELATIONSHIPS? My most important relationship is with God, my
savior Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. God gives me joy and transports me out of my troubles
and the monotony of my everyday existence. I see everything that happens in life as an
expression of His divine will, and I bend to His will as a devoted Christian. Next in line is my
sinful husband, Will Joad. I was attracted to his wild ways in my youth, but now I see Will as
God‟s daily test of my virtue and patience. Fighting with Will and trying to get him to repent his
evil ways is what gives my life meaning. My sons Tom and John are also important to me. Now
that Will and I are old, they are the only ones who can take care of us. My favorite grandson is
Tom. I have always seen some of Will‟s spunk in Tom, and he reminds me of my husband when
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he was young. Only Tom is not as out of control as Will was, even though he has already been in
prison for murder. But it was self-defense, the other fellow started it, and Tom has paid his debt.
I have hope that Tom will turn out to be a good man. I have always related better to men than
women, probably because I raised two boys. But my daughter-in-law, called Ma, my oldest
granddaughter Rose of Sharon and my young granddaughter Ruthie become increasingly
important to me as I begin to fail because they care for me. I can finally let go of my life in the
truck in the desert because Ma tells me the family cannot stop for me; that the family has to get
across. I know then that my daughter-in-law has the strength to take care of the family and I can
let go, relinquish my post, and move on.
WHAT DO I WANT? I want to reform my wicked husband because I am sure he‟s
headed straight to hell on his present course. I want the family to stay together through all our
troubles. I also want Casy to provide spiritual leadership to the family the way he used to do. On
two occasions, I want very much for him to pray.
WHAT IS MY OBSTACLE? My husband‟s delight in crossing me is my obstacle to
reforming him. The ruin of the farmland, the family‟s eviction and the choice to migrate west are
the obstacles to the family staying together. Death is also an obstacle, as Granpa‟s death is the
first step in the dissolution of the family. Casy‟s own spiritual crisis and doubts are the obstacles
to him providing us spiritual leadership.
WHAT DO I DO TO GET WHAT I WANT? I nag my husband, correct him and attempt
to limit his bad behavior. I attempt to accompany the family to California, although my health
fails before we reach our destination. I order Casy to pray and ignore his objections.
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VI. DIALECT WORK
Before rehearsals started, a final step in my research was to explore the Midwest Farm or
“Okie” accent. I consulted a dialect tape and manual produced by David Alan Stern, Ph.D. I have
found his tapes to be useful in the past because they address not only specific vowel or consonant
sound changes, but changes in where the tone focus or resonance of the voice is placed in
different dialects. My work with Lessac Voice Technique has made me more facile in focusing
and placing vocal energy where I want it to be. In Lessac work, the idea is to focus the vibration
as much as possible on the gum line above the front teeth to get bone-conducted sound vibrating
throughout the facemask and skull. Stern‟s dialect tapes often place that vibration focus in
different locations in the mouth; for instance, for the Midwest Farm accent, Stern advises
changing the focus to the back of the soft palate (Stern 6). I was initially concerned with that
placement, afraid it would cause me to “swallow” my sound or send my voice back instead of
out. But in working on the accent I was able to get the slight nasal quality of the soft palate
resonance without sacrificing the vocal support of bone-conducted sound. I found a way to have
both, simply by employing a little muscular energy in the soft palate while keeping the bulk of
my vibratory focus going forward and out for bone-conducted tone.
The vowel substitution that was most present in my lines was the change from the Lessac
N3 sound in “get” to the N2 sound in “lit.” The most important consonant change was to make
sure to hit all “R‟s” following vowels very hard. This is different from the Southern accent I had
done before, in A Streetcar Named Desire, where the “R‟s” were often dropped.
Before memorizing my lines I marked the consonant and vowel changes in my script so
that I memorized my lines in the dialect. I did this because I wanted to avoid the feeling of
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“putting on” an accent after I had already begun to rehearse the lines. Learning the lines and the
dialect together helped me to find Granma‟s voice more organically.
For an example of how I scored my script with vocal markings to achieve the proper
dialect, see Appendix A.
REHEARSAL PROCESS
I.

EARLY STAGES (NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER)
I was unable to attend many of the early rehearsals due to performance commitments at

the Hippodrome Theatre. I was not present at the first reading of the play. The director told me I
could be “plugged into” the show in January, but I made sure to attend as many rehearsals as I
could before that and to take careful blocking notes. The inconsistency in my rehearsal
attendance made things awkward, as blocking and staging would change between times I could
attend rehearsals. It also made it hard to feel as though I was a “part of the Joad family” at first,
because I was not able to bond with the cast as quickly as I normally would. On the positive side,
however, the situation kept me flexible, which turned out to be a good quality to have in working
with the directing style of the production director.
My initial choices for Granma were to make her gestures large to capture her religious
exuberance, as I had witnessed at the Pentecostal Church. I also made her very big vocally
because I was aware that I would have to fill the Constans Theatre. I justified it by thinking of
how people who are hard of hearing often speak very loudly.
These early rehearsals were mostly about blocking the show, trying out initial character
choices and getting a feel for the overall arc of Granma‟s story.
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II.

EXPLORATION (EARLY JANUARY)
When the spring semester started, I could focus on rehearsals with undivided attention. In

the rehearsals in early January I refined my objectives, honed my physical choices, discovered
my psychological gesture and experimented with vocal placement.
I started with what I would describe as big choices for my character‟s objectives, or
goals. For example, three of the objectives I chose for the first scene were: “to glorify Tom,”
when I first see him; “to save the family,” by getting Casy to pray; and “to implore God‟s help”
during Casy‟s grace. I was directed to pull back. The director said I was playing Granma a little
too broadly and needed to have more specific thoughts. I was happy I had taken the time to write
down the specific objectives I was playing, because it made it easy to pull back by refining the
objectives. Instead of “glorifying Tom” when I first see him, I instead chose, “to thank God” and
specifically had the thought that I was thanking God that Tom could go to California with us.
Instead of “saving the family” with Casy‟s prayer, I chose, “to bless the family,” which had the
same quality but was a less charged choice for me. Instead of “imploring God‟s help” during the
prayer, I chose “to seek comfort,” which made Granma less distracting during the prayer, but
was also a more personal, specific choice for me.
Early January was also the time I honed my physical choices for Granma. I started my
physical transformation by trying to imagine what a lifetime of hard living on a farm would do to
a person‟s body. I imagined I would be stooped at the waist from a lifetime of bending over my
work. I imagined I would be stuck in a “startle pattern” (head down and back, shoulders up and
shoulder blades pulled together in back) as a response to the farmer‟s constant fear and
uncertainty of what the next season will bring. However, these physical choices were quite
painful for the few rehearsals I used them.
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I made an appointment with the School of Theatre and Dance Alexander Technique
instructor and coach to work on Granma‟s physicality. Alexander Technique is a method of
improving the use of the body to bring greater ease, support, balance and coordination to
movement and posture. The Alexander Technique coach very quickly and efficiently helped me
to achieve the same “look” of being stooped over, but with less wear and tear on my body.
Working from the ground up, she gave me a series of release points to help me create the
physicality: heels back and down, knees releasing forward, hip sockets back (so I was now
bending forward from the hip sockets instead of trying to bend at the “imaginary” waist where
there is no joint), tailbone dropping, back lengthening and widening, and shoulders rolling and
releasing forward, which gave a hunched appearance, but actually left my neck remarkably free.
The new physicality was effective for me on many levels: it looked realistic, it was much easier
for me to come in and out of and to maintain on stage, and it instantly boosted my confidence.
As I had begun to work on Granma‟s physicality, I was very worried about presenting merely a
stereotype of old age. So I made physical choices that seemed realistic, but were hard on my
body. And because they were hard on my body, they ended up feeling “put on,” exactly what I
did not want. The new “Alexander-friendly” physicality was something that I created by
releasing a series of joints in my body. It was actually pleasurable to do, and somehow felt more
internal rather than “put on.” The ease of the physical transformation translated into an ease in
the characterization, which became one of the main keys in unlocking Granma.
I discovered Granma‟s psychological gesture very organically in rehearsal. We were
rehearsing the scene where Granma is trying to get Casy to pray over Granpa‟s body. I reached
down toward the body of my dead husband. My desire was to get down to him, to find out if he
was alive. My obstacle was physical; as an old woman I could not bend easily and my balance
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was not steady. I was afraid of falling. The gesture of reaching down towards the earth while
precariously trying to lower myself to the ground spoke to me of loss (the loss of my youthful
abilities, the loss of the fertility of the earth in the Dust Bowl) and of struggle (the struggle to
wrest a living from the earth, and to hold on to land, family and way of life that were now
slipping out of my reach). That loss was centered in the “gut chakra” (energy center), and the
stooping and reaching out and down to Granpa‟s body naturally sent my hips gut chakra back as
I tried to reach out and beyond the “loss.” It was a gesture that I used in one moment on stage,
but it remained underneath Granma‟s physicality, movement and psychology throughout the
play. As Michael Chekhov said: “The Psychological Gesture will appear before your mind‟s eye
and, after being practiced, will always remain with you as a kind of inspiration while you are
acting” (Chekhov 65).
In these early rehearsals, the director said he was missing the sense of my age in my
vocal quality. So I set out to find a voice that could be heard in the Constans Theatre, but still
sound frail enough to be perceived as elderly. I did not want to do a stereotypical, shaky elderly
voice, but I did want to arrive at something like the voice described in the novel as “shrill” or a
“clamor” or a “creaking bleat.” Yet I feared placing my voice too high, which would make it too
light and unable to hit the back wall of the Constans. I remembered being told in my Linklater
voice studies in the past that the reason people‟s voices sound old is that the vocal apparatus
(larynx and vocal folds) lose flexibility over time, so a tinny, thin or breathy voice is produced. I
experimented with thinking of a “tighter” or a “tinny” sound. By doing this, I seemed to find a
voice that was higher and sounded older, but still carried in the theatre.
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III.

SOLIDIFICATION (LATE JANUARY)
My habit as an actor is often to “solidify” my choices too soon, which can limit character

development or dampen my own creativity. I had a great ally in my director, who helped me to
not do this in The Grapes of Wrath. His directing style is very fluid and resistant to nailing down
even basic blocking too soon.
In late January we re-blocked my final scene at least four times. At first I was doing all
my lines from inside the back of the truck. Then we re-blocked it so that I got out of the truck
and did the first set of lines up stage, went back into the truck, then came back out and delivered
the last lines down stage by the river. Then I alternated saying one set of lines from the truck and
the other from somewhere on stage. Finally we settled on my saying the first lines outside the
truck, and the final lines from inside. Symbolically this worked: as Granma weakens, her
presence is reduced to a disembodied voice.
The director was equally sensitive to nailing down line readings too soon. One day he
would urge me to use one word as an operative. The next day he would ask for a different
operative. I asked him why, fearing that I was somehow failing to communicate my character‟s
intentions. He told me that he always asks for a change if he hears the same line reading twice in
a row. Both in the blocking and in the delivery of lines, the director forced me to keep
experimenting and finding new shades and depths for Granma.
Around this time, a late discovery came out of an exercise we did in Alexander
Technique class called the Breathing Costume, developed by Jessica Wolf:
Everything evokes feeling in us and since we can‟t know when and what will be
the exciting moment, we must keep searching. The breath may point the way and
help make choices that lead the actor to the psychology of the character. A
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breathing pattern can easily change the whole body and personality of a character.
(Wolf 19)
The exercise involves taking on the breathing pattern of a partner and then using that pattern as a
springboard for creating character. I applied the principle to my final scene as Granma. As we
began running the play, I realized that I had a long time to lie on stage in the back of the truck
before I finally climbed out and delivered my penultimate lines, which involve Granma calling
out for her dead husband. Remembering the Breathing Costume exercise, I used that time to slip
into the breathing pattern I remember so clearly from attending to my own grandmother as she
was nearing death. Her breath slowed and was more labored. It had an erratic rhythm, with
varying amounts of time between breaths, which was unsettling to hear. I adopted that pattern as
best I could as I lay in the truck. Doing so made me feel slightly disoriented and off balance
when I finally stood up. It also made me feel a bit detached from the world, as if I were floating
away between breaths and being pulled back to earth each time I finally inhaled. The effect was
subtle: in other words, I was not too dizzy to do what I needed to do for the scene, but I felt it
created a psycho-physical response in me that was useful in telling the last moments of Granma‟s
story. This breathing pattern also became a trigger for me: it brought back the memories and
emotions of my grandmother‟s death, which, closely followed by my father‟s death, was the
beginning of the disintegration of my own nuclear family. I was able to use Hagen‟s principle of
transference to apply those feelings to my character‟s circumstances.
SELF EVALUATION: PERFORMANCE & PROCESS
I.

TECH WEEK AND OPENING NIGHT
As we began our dress rehearsals, I got a note from the director that I was not playing my

objective hard enough in the scene with Casy over Granpa‟s body. My objective was to get Casy
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to pray, and my tactic was ordering him to do it. To relate how I was finally able to address the
director‟s note, I must go into some detail about that particular moment in the play.
As the family unloaded Granpa‟s body, Casy walked me to the opposite side of the truck
and attempted to distract me. Once Granpa was placed on the ground, however, I saw his body
and attempted to go to him, as Casy blocked my way. Once Casy admitted Granpa was sick, I
went past Casy and got to Granpa‟s body. As an actor, I knew that I had to kneel over the body
to pray. As the character, I had no idea how to get down to the ground, because the director had
not blocked anyone to help me and did not seem to like that suggestion when I made it. I knew
my character would have trouble getting to the ground due to stiffness and fear of falling. My
first choice was that I would realize my husband was dead and sort of collapse to the ground. My
desire for Casy to pray was then rooted in wanting to give my husband‟s soul the proper send
off. The challenge was being able to summon the emotional hit of grief every time that would
justify the collapse. But the realization that Granpa was dead was coloring my exchange with
Casy with grief. As I got the note to play the objective harder, I first tried to feel more grief, to
fuel the need for the proper “send off.” But that did not work. I got the same note the next night
and I realized I was trying to play an emotion, instead of an intention or action. So I spoke to the
director and we decided that I would try not realizing my husband was dead. This was actually
supported by Ma‟s subsequent line: “She needs somebody now. She‟s knowin‟ now” (Galati 29).
That meant I would have to struggle to the ground instead of collapsing and my objective would
be to get Casy to heal my husband with prayer. This worked like a charm. The struggle to get to
the ground was an action that naturally fueled frustration and desperation. The much stronger
objective was not softened or muddied with grief: I needed Casy to pray to save my husband.
Suddenly, the objective was crystal clear and the moment was much more powerful. The grief
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came after the prayer, as I was being taken away from Granpa‟s body and thus did not get in the
way of playing the objective. This turned out to be a very important discovery that bore fruit for
the rest of the run.
On opening night, I had one of those profound experiences that I am sure will defy my
attempt to describe it. It was in the closing moments of the play, long after Granma is dead and
gone. The whole cast was in the wings, in place for the curtain call. The play was in its final
moments and Rose of Sharon was about to nurse the starving man. I looked around and saw that
the entire cast was completely engrossed in what was happening on stage. It astounded me
because I have never been backstage at a University of Florida show where there was not
someone horsing around, gossiping or texting on their cell phone. But in this case, all the
emotional and spiritual energy of the cast was focused on stage. The audience was absolutely
silent. There were hundreds of people, actors and audience, all bearing silent, reverent witness to
one of the most disturbing yet selfless acts of human charity ever put on stage. It was a holy
moment and it made me proud to be a part of telling the story of The Grapes of Wrath.
II.

LESSONS FROM THE RUN AND CLOSING NIGHT
During dress rehearsals I established my preparatory routine, and held to it during the

run. I arrived early so there was no rush or stress in putting on my age makeup and graying my
hair, which took about an hour of work. I found the makeup process to be very contemplative. It
is not pleasant for me to draw in wrinkles that I know are on their way to my face in the near
future. So, I turned the discomfort of doing it into a sort of ritual, each wrinkle representing an
event or loss in Granma‟s life. I made putting on the makeup part of assuming the character.
I would then do a vocal warm up and run through all of my lines. I made a habit of
getting to the stage right wing about 10 minutes before places and lying in the cab of the truck in
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constructive rest (simply lying on my back, knees raised and feet on the ground to allow my
spine to lengthen and my breath to drop deeply in). As I lay there I would think about the backstory I had created for Granma and add onto it. I liked to think about the story related in the
novel of how we got our farmhouse (by stealing it from a neighbor!). I thought about how I had
met Will at an outdoor dance and bonfire in Missouri and systematically foiled his attempts to
court the other girls in town. I thought about how we had staked the claim to our land during the
Oklahoma land run of 1889, when settlers lined up to rush onto the newly confiscated Indian
land and stake their claims. I thought about how we had snuck out of camp the night before to
get a head start and had gotten away with it. I liked to think of Granma‟s youth and imagine how
she fell in love with her husband. By giving her a past and honoring her youth, I hoped to bring
an entire person to the stage, not just a caricature of an obnoxious old woman.
Early in the run I read a passage in Uta Hagen‟s A Challenge for the Actor that talked
about preparing properly the moment before an entrance (Hagen 143-149). I decided that I was
not attending to this enough on my first entrance, so I gave myself the task in the wings of
imagining I was being awakened from a nap, receiving the news about Tom‟s return, and hastily
pulling on clothes. I loosened my shawl so I could finish tying it as I entered and all of these
things gave me something to think about as the character rather than thinking about “making an
entrance” as an actor.
I found myself remarkably emotional on closing night. I wrote in my journal about how
my life was imitating art. The Joads leave home hoping to find a better life. I will be leaving my
UF home soon and my future as an actor is just as uncertain as the Joad‟s future in California –
the odds are against us all. But I took inspiration from the Joad family‟s spirit and determination
to go on despite the odds. And I took satisfaction in telling their story in times that do not feel
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dissimilar to the Great Depression. Just as the Joads face exploitation at the hands of the wealthy
land owners, we all currently face exploitation as the middle class shrinks, healthcare and a
decent education are denied to huge swaths of the population and the rich just keep getting richer
even as the current economy threatens the majority of the population. I was proud to tell this
important story at this particular time.
III. EVALUATION OF MY PROCESS
On February 3, 2011, Dick Maxwell reviewed the play for The Gainesville Sun. My
performance was one of six mentioned as “notable”: “Grandma [sic] Joad is played by Candice
[sic] Clift as a long-suffering elderly woman who tries mightily to keep Grandpa [sic] under
control and get the family to pray” (Maxwell 20).
The next day Sybil St. Claire, a lecturer at the University of Central Florida, came to
adjudicate our play on behalf of the American College Theatre Festival. During feedback she
said that each of the cast members made idiosyncratic, interesting choices physically and that
each of us appeared fully “sunk into” our characters. She said the characters were all earthy,
gritty, richly drawn and very grounded.
By way of self-evaluation, I would say my research prepared me well for performing my
role and gave me a firm grounding in the history and circumstances of the play and my character.
I was proud that I made big choices physically and vocally early on in the rehearsal process, so
that the director could tell me that I could afford to pull back. It is much easier to pull back than
to ramp up a performance. My daily preparations served me well and I believe I made a
successful transformation into a character very different from myself. In fact, one of my students
saw the play and swore he did not recognize me or realize I was in the play until he read the
review in the paper.
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I made two important discoveries in playing Granma that I hope to apply to all future
roles. The first was in discovering Granma‟s physicality using the principles of Alexander
Technique.
I had made my initial choices by thinking about what years of hard living, worry and
back-breaking work would do to a body. That caused me to adopt a stooped-over, startle pattern.
It was truly painful, but I thought since it was “truthful” and “real” it would read well for the
audience and allow me to feel confident.
But after adapting my physicality with Alexander Technique and finding ways to release
and extend through the posture, I immediately felt more confident in my choices. My greater
physical comfort translated into greater mental/emotional comfort and confidence; an example of
psycho-physical connection. And it was an important lesson for me about the benefits of
applying good technique over mere slavish attempts to “be realistic.”
My other key lesson in playing Granma came out of the adjustments to my objective in
the scene over Granpa‟s body. One of my habits, identified early on in this program, is that I
often try to play an emotion rather than an action. I have always understood the difference
intellectually, but this example was so clear and the results of playing my objective rather than
playing grief were so tangible, that I think it may have been a watershed victory for me. I could
feel the difference of being focused inward on my emotions versus being focused outward on my
objective and scene partner. That is the most important part of changing an old habit: being able
to clearly feel the difference between the old and the new so that it is possible to identify and
correct the old habit when it creeps back in. It was an important lesson for me that I hope will
bear fruit for the rest of my career.
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CONCLUSION
I recently wrote in my Comprehensive Exams that I believe the 21st century will see a
continued melding of internal and external approaches in acting. I think my process in
performing the role of Granma Joad is an example of this.
Much of my initial research (reading the novel and researching the events, history,
lifestyle and beliefs depicted in the play) helped me fuel the internal aspects of the character. I
used the research to help me identify Granma‟s psychological objectives, understand her point of
view and develop her back-story. It was easy to tap into her feelings of loss using Hagen‟s theory
of transferences and substituting events from my own life: the death of my grandmother and
father and the subsequent disintegration of my nuclear family.
But the moment I stepped into rehearsal and attempted to “embody” Granma, the need
for external technique was immediately clear. I might have known exactly what Granma wanted
and felt in any given scene, but no one would have believed I was a 70-year-old woman unless I
was able to make physical, “outside-in” adjustments to my body and voice. Fortunately,
Alexander Technique, dialect work and vocal technique provided me the tools to make those
adjustments. In turn those adjustments (or more accurately, the struggle to overcome the
obstacles that my physical adjustments presented) eventually led me to a Psychological Gesture
for Granma. I see Psychological Gesture, in and of itself, as a melding of internal and external
acting technique. The gesture is created externally (as mine was in rehearsal), but it is then
internalized, imagined and felt inside. It becomes a part of the psychology of the character, and
thus becomes an internal aide. The external technique thus begins to support the internal acting
process, and that is also what my physical and vocal characterization did for me. I began to trust
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in my portrayal of Granma internally once I found comfort and control in her external
characterization.
John Harrop and Sabin R. Epstein, authors of the book Acting With Style, support my
own experience and belief:
There is no fundamental contradiction between the demands of mask and playing,
and the need for inner process. Gestalt psychology teaches the close relationship
between physical response and emotional response, and many practitioners of
theatre now feel that the articulation of the physical part of the role stimulates the
inner support. (Harrop & Epstein 5)
The graduate acting program at the University of Florida does not teach one particular
methodology of acting, but instead an overview of many; with the hope that the student will
select the methodologies that work for her and develop an individual approach that serves the
needs of the role. That is what I did in my portrayal of Granma and what I will do in all future
roles.
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Her most recent professional work has been at The Hippodrome Theatre in Gainesville, Florida,
where she played Gloria in Boeing, Boeing, Mina in Dracula and The Ghost of Christmas Past
and Mrs. Cratchit in two separate productions of A Christmas Carol.
She has been a company member of Advice To The Players, a theatre company in the
White Mountains of New Hampshire, since 2004. There she has played such roles as Dogberry
in Much Ado About Nothing, the Princess of France in Love’s Labour’s Lost, Mercutio in Romeo
and Juliet, Olivia in Twelfth Night, Lady Macbeth in Macbeth, Rosalind in As You Like It, Puck
in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Kate in The Taming of the Shrew and Dromio of Syracuse in
The Comedy of Errors. In 2007 she won the New Hampshire Theatre Award for best actress for
her portrayal of Rosalind in As You Like It. She also developed and taught a children‟s
performance-based Shakespeare camp for ages 7 – 11 and an advanced Shakespeare workshop
for high school students.
Candace spent five years at Shakespeare & Company in Lenox, Massachusetts, where she
acted, directed and taught as a member of the Education Program. She directed five full-scale
high school Shakespeare productions as part of the annual Fall Festival of Shakespeare and
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conducted in-school residencies with elementary and middle school students. She also
administered the Company‟s Teacher Professional Development programs – managing two
month-long, NEH-funded teacher institutes.
Internationally, Candace co-directed a production of Romeo and Juliet in Vietnamese at
the Ho Chi Minh City School of Theatre and Film in 2006. The production received national
press attention in Vietnam as an experimental East / West collaboration.
Candace‟s University of Florida acting credits include Martha Washington in George
Washington’s Boy, Mrs. Bennet in Pride and Prejudice, Blanche in A Streetcar Named Desire
(both at UF and on tour in Europe), Chorus in Oedipus, Granma Joad in The Grapes of Wrath
and Josephine in The Madwoman of Chaillot.
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